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These are truly the ultimate in hidden pictures. Jam-packed scenes on every page give hidden

picture aficionados the ultimate challenge as they search for a checklist of items that are cleverly

obscured within each spread. To add to the fun, each scene is also chock-full of visual jokes and

humorous word balloons that will keep kids entertained for hours.Â Whether diving for sunken

treasure or swimming with the fish, this is the ultimate excursion under the water. There's more to

watch for than just the whales, and there's more hidden beneath the waves than you've ever

suspected!
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This is more of an "I Spy" or find & seek book, not really HIDDEN pictures. There is a list of items,

and most of them are right out in the open. There are just so many things going on in the picture

that you have to look for them. I also don't like that there aren't pictures, just words, because you

don't always know for sure if you've found the item. For example, it listed "balloon," and 2 of us

doing this (an adult and a 12 yo) couldn't find anything that was for sure a balloon...just some

circular shapes that COULD be it. Not a fan.

I purchased this book for my elderly mother. She is a stroke victim who has difficulty staying



focused. She loves these and will work the whole book until all the puzzles are solved.

I'm not ashamed to say I am 24 years old, and I still love hidden picture books! This book is great

and really takes me back to my childhood when they would always have a hidden picture game in

the comic section of the news paper! This book is actually pretty tough! Each scene takes up both

pages so you can't fold the book in half while searching, best to do it while sitting at a table. I also

suggest using a pencil, and NOT a marker or sharpie, they bleed through the paper, and since each

page is double sided it will ruin the next puzzle! I recommend this to anyone, regardless of age

(though you might need to help your kiddo on some of them!)

One of my twins favorite things to do is hidden pictures. These pictures are full double pages. Takes

her longer to find them, and she seems to be enjoying the book. The first double page took some

adjusting to her ( previously, books we had were one picture per page). But now the pictures are

bigger with more places find the hidden items.

My children love hidden picture puzzles, and so far this one is pretty great. We just finished Tony's

Christmas puzzle book, and like that one better becasue the puzzles are in color, but this one is

great too. The kids and I love to look for the hiddened items and I like to read the captions.

This is one of the few things that my elderly mother can still do. Because of declining memory, my

mother does not do a lot of her old activities. She does large print word finds so we decided to try

the hidden pictures and it is another act she enjoys and can do independently which is hard to find

things that she can do on her own.

My mom suffered a stroke and I purchased this item, so that she could practice "scanning." It's a

nice big book and easy for those with sight issues to see. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend this item

for recovering stroke patients and/ or children.

Considering the word "ultimate" is in the title, I was expecting a little more. The books are a lot

smaller than I thought they would be. I was very disappointed in what I got for the price I paid (albeit,

not too much but still).
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